Ask not what your country can do for you,
Ask what you can do for your country.

The one battle that most people lose is the battle over the fear of failure. Try, begin, and you will be certain that you have won the first round. Our martyrs and gallants of the yore displayed courage and valour to win the battle over their fears before winning their battle for precious freedom. Years of sweat and tireless striving of our national leaders led to the birth of sovereign, secular and democratic ‘INDIA’ - the name that inflates us with an overwhelming sense of pride and honour.

26 January every year celebrates the secularism, sovereignty and democracy inscribed in our constitution that lays down the exhaustive framework of rights, responsibilities and duties for the citizens of India. As citizens of India we are endowed with freedom of choice but we cannot shuffle off our responsibilities upon the shoulders of ‘God’, ‘Nature’ or ‘Nation’, we must shoulder it ourselves. This pious and potent sentiment pervades through the serene ambience of OPJMS on the morning of 26th January 2013. National sentiment of oneness and patriotic fervour was on full display in the actions and thoughts of all who had gathered there to celebrate this red-letter day. The chief guest, Wing Commander Vishal Chaudhary, the commanding officer of No. 1(Haryana) Air Sqn. NCC was ceremonially hailed in the backdrop of blood-stimulating echo of phrases and words like ‘Jai Hind’, ‘Vande Mataram’ and ‘Inquilab Zindabad’.
Hoisting of tricolour by the chief guest created ripples of inspiration among all reminiscent of how we owe our lives and freedom to those freedom fighters who gave precedence to the honour of national flag over their own lives. Inspection of Guard of Honour, speeches, songs and regional dances lent a special tinge to the day and flavour to the feisty celebrations.

The tiny tots of the junior wing gave an electrifying performance on ‘Aisa Desh Hai Mera’ and special wing students too enamoured the chief guest with their awe-inspiring dance performance.

The celebration breathed its last with the ceremonial address of chief guest to the gathering. The address by chief guest not only infused all with the distinct feelings of love for nation and courage but also charged them up to take pledge to cross all streams; through every storm with gusto and determination to make their good better and their better the best.